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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis presents the development of a drive train model for a digital simulation of heavy-
duty farm and/or construction vehicles. The drive train includes the engine, transmission, 
drive wheels and other drive line components that are used to transmit power from the engine 
to where the drive wheels contact the surface. This model links the torque output of the 
engine to the tractive force at the drive wheels. The tractive force is used by the vehicle 
dynamics model to determine the acceleration/deceleration of the vehicle. 
The drive train model developed is robust so that maneuvers such as changing gears in 
forward or reverse take place smoothly. The drive train is able to respond to changing 
conditions that impose drag on the vehicle. The drive train model enables vehicles to come 
to a full stop when the brakes are applied and smoothly reach the desired speed as set by the 
simulation operator using the controls and the load demands on the vehicle. 
Input parameters for the drive train allow a good deal of flexibility. This thesis provides two 
examples: a drive train with a power shift transmission and a drive train with a hydrostatic 
transmission. 
Chapter 2 presents the background and motivation for the research done for this thesis. 
Chapter 3 presents the details about the technical development of the drive train model. 
Chapter 4 shows the implementation and graphical results of the drive train model. Chapter 
5 provides conclusions and suggestions for future work. Appendices A and B present 
derivations of the incorporation of tractive force into the vehicle dynamics code. 
2 
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
2.1 Motivation for Research 
The drive train model developed in this thesis is part of the Operator in the Loop project 
developed at the Virtual Reality Applications Center at Iowa State University. A vehicle 
dynamics model [2] has already been developed for the Operator in the Loop project. The 
drive train model presented in this thesis is coupled with this vehicle dynamics model. 
2.2 Introduction to Operator in the Loop Simulation 
Our work with the Operator in the Loop project involves the development of an interactive 
simulation of the operation of heavy-duty agricultural and construction vehicles. The vehicle 
dynamics model [2] and the drive train model developed in this thesis are specifically 
modeled to be used with vehicles operating at low levels of lateral and longitudinal 
acceleration. 
Our goal is to have a robust model with few input parameters that provides sufficient fidelity 
for simulations at low accelerations. Figure 2.1 presents the Operator in the Loop simulation 
flowchart. Table 2.1 presents the nomenclature. 
S imulatio n 
Gu ph iu 
ll a rd 10·are Int e rfa c e X, Y , If/ 
(1.k.1 . .. Ou " k ~) 
th , cl , N If 
br 
Driv e T rai n 
Mode l 
Figure 2.1 Operator in the Loop Flowchart 
Table 2.1 Nomenclature 
th Throttle position, input at the buck 
cl Operator controlled clutch position, input at the buck 
br Brake pedal position, input at 
the buck 
st 
Steering wheel position, input 
at the buck 
N1f Total gear ratio, input at buck 
Drive wheel rotation rate 
s Longitudinal wheel slip 
R Wheel rolling radius 
OJ idle Engine idle rotation rate 
Engine maximum rated 
OJ max rat rotation rate 
Engine rotation rate where 
OJ peak maximum possible torque is 
produced 
T::ap 
Maximum torque carrying 
capacity of clutch 
Coefficient of friction for 
µ 
clutch plates 
] e Engine moment of inertia 
] . Transmission input shaft 
t,m 
moment of inertia 
T e Torque produced by engine 
3 
~r 
~ 
x 
y 
If/ 
I';dle 
Tmaxrat 
T peak 
r 
e 
FP 
OJe 
OJe 
OJt ,in 
Tractive force 
Speed of wheel in direction it 
faces 
Vehicle X Position 
Vehicle Y Position 
Vehicle Heading 
Drive wheel torque 
Inertia of drive wheel 
Engine torque produced at 
engine idle rotation rate 
Engine torque produced at 
engine maximum rated rotation 
rate 
Maximum engine torque 
produced by engine 
Effective radius of clutch 
Axial force on clutch 
Engine rotation rate 
Rate of change of engine rotation 
rate 
Transmission input shaft rotation 
rate 
Table 2.1 Nomenclature (continued) 
T I ,rn 
NI 
J; ,out 
nin 
n out 
Nh 
Mm 
JLm 
pp 
Torque transmitted by clutch 
Torque transmitted by 
transmission input shaft 
Transmission gear ratio 
Torque transmitted by 
transmission output shaft 
Radius of input gear 
Radius of output gear 
Hydrostatic Gear Reduction 
Pressure Change, Hydrostatic 
Motor 
Volumetric Displacement, 
Hydrostatic Motor 
Pressure Developed, 
Hydrostatic Pump 
4 
OJl ,OUI 
OJt,out 
J t ,out 
N I 
JLP 
T t ,o 
Tp 
Tm 
Rate of change of transmission 
input shaft rotation rate 
Engine damping coefficient 
Transmission input shaft 
damping coefficient 
Transmission output shaft 
rotation rate 
Rate of change of transmission 
output shaft rotation rate 
Transmission output shaft 
moment of inertia 
Differential gear ratio 
Volumetric Displacement, 
Hydrostatic Pump 
Output Torque from Gear Box 
Torque of Variable Pump 
Torque of Hydrostatic Motor 
The simulation software includes the drive train model, vehicle dynamics model, and the 
simulation graphics. The hardware interface has a data acquisition system (DAQ) complete 
with its own software. 
Figure 2.1 indicates that the operator provides real time input to the hardware interface. The 
interface is referred to as the "buck". The term "buck" is borrowed from the aerospace 
industry. 
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The buck used in the Operator in the Loop project consists of a seat with various controls 
such as brake and clutch pedals, a steering wheel, and a console that includes controls for 
shifting gears and changing the throttle setting. The operator controls these devices in real 
time while the simulation is taking place. The controls are connected to digital input 
switches or analog to digital devices which send signals to the DAQ which interprets values 
for variables representing the controls. The DAQ software in tum relays the variable values 
to the simulation software. 
The simulation graphics and feedback to the hardware controls are the output of the digital 
simulation. The graphics can be drawn on a monitor or in a virtual reality environment. For 
each new frame drawn, the simulation code updates the current location of the vehicle and 
draws the vehicle in that location, or updates the view of the simulation to reflect the view 
from the cab. 
2.3 Overview of Vehicle Dynamics Model 
Baack [2] presents the vehicle dynamics model. Baack's model is a yaw plane model that is 
based on the kinematics of the single vehicle or a vehicle and trailer. The vehicle dynamics 
model is derived from a bicycle model as shown in Figure 2.2. The so-called lateral forces 
which are in the yaw plane normal to the tractive forces shown in Figure 2.2 are not 
computed because they are not needed for the simulation. 
~r,trailer 
! 
Figure 2.2 Bicycle Model of Vehicle and Trailer [2 p.13] 
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Traditional vehicle dynamic simulations use so-called slip angles and so-called longitudinal 
slip. The slip angle is the yaw plane angle between the direction the tire is facing and its 
velocity vector. The longitudinal slip is a function of the difference between Rw\V and ~ . 
The slip angle and longitudinal slip are used to determine the lateral and longitudinal forces 
on the tire. Traditional simulations use Newton's Laws to relate these forces to the state of 
the vehicle. 
Baack's model [2] is based on the assumption that longitudinal slip and the slip angles are 
zero. Thus, Rww = V1 and the tire travels in the direction that it is facing. Figure 2.3 
presents a view of the tire/surface interaction. 
+x 
r 
+z 
R 
T., 
Ftr 
+ Cont111et Plilth Le!i!:llh + 
Figure 2.3 Tire/Surface Interaction 
Longitudinal slip describes the relationship between wheel rotation rate and wheel speeds 
[ 1]. 
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For the vehicle dynamics model used in conjunction with the drive train model, it is assumed 
thatRmw = V1 at all times to arrive at the longitudinal no-slip condition [2]. From Figure 2.3 , 
we take a sum of moments about the center of the tire and wheel to get Eq. 2.2. 
The inertia of the wheel is expected to be small, so in order to keep the model simple, we 
assume that the inertia of the wheel is negligible. This leads to the relationship between the 
wheel torque and the tractive force at the ground, F;,. presented in Eq. 2.3 . 
F;,. = Tw (2.3) 
R 
The drive train model provides the tractive force to the vehicle dynamics model. The tractive 
force is used by the vehicle dynamics to find the rate of change of the longitudinal velocity of 
the vehicle. This is then numerically integrated as a function of time to find the longitudinal 
velocity of the vehicle. 
The vehicle dynamics model is accurate when lateral and longitudinal accelerations are 
small. Of course, the model will run simulations where higher magnitudes of lateral and/or 
longitudinal accelerations occur. These results won't be as accurate as those achieved with a 
traditional vehicle dynamics model. 
An advantage of this vehicle dynamics model is that is does not require extensive input 
parameters to model the tires; only the radius is needed. Furthermore, the use of slip angles 
and longitudinal slip presents a singularity at zero speed. This kinematics based model does 
not have the singularity so low speed maneuvering and stopping is much simpler to compute. 
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The next section presents an overview of drive trains. This will provide the reader with some 
background in preparation for Chapter 3, which presents the drive train model. 
2.4 Overview of the Drive Train 
2.4.1 Introduction to Drive Trains 
The drive train is the series of mechanisms involved in transmitting power from the engine to 
the drive wheels. 
Commercially available drive train models include SimDriveline by MATLAB® [8] and 
VDANL (Vehicle Dynamics Analysis, Non Linear) from Systems Technology, Inc [7]. The 
models in these systems provide high-fidelity simulations of passenger cars and light trucks. 
This research focuses on the drive trains of heavy-duty farm and construction vehicles which 
are quite different from passenger cars and light trucks. 
According to Jones and Aldred [3 ], the drive train includes four distinct parts: 
1. Clutch 
2. Transmission 
3. Differential 
4. Final-drive mechanism 
For the purposes of this thesis, the engine is considered part of the drive train model. Figure 
2.4 shows a typical mechanical drive train with the basic drive train components for a rear 
wheel drive vehicle. 
Drive 
Wh ee l 
9 
Rear Axle/Fina! 
Drive Mechanism 
Engine 
Clutch 
Transmission 
Drive Shaft 
l>ifferentiul 
Figure 2.4 Mechanical Drive Train 
Subsequent subsections provide more detailed descriptions of the engine and the rest of the 
drive train components. 
This thesis provides a robust model that requires few input parameters and still gives the 
vehicle modeler flexibility to model a wide variety of heavy-duty farm and/or construction 
vehicles to use with it. 
The next several sections presents an overview of the drive train starting with the engine. 
Chapter 3 presents the model of the system. 
2.4.2 Engine 
The torque produced by the engine is a function of the engine rotation rate and throttle 
position. 
Figure 2.5 presents a generic torque curve that is typical of a heavy-duty agricultural or 
construction vehicle engine. 
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Tractor Engine Map 
1000 ~······················, ············· , ......................... , ............ , ......................... , ............ , ........................ , ............. , 
900 - ------ -
' 800 - - -r-----r-----,--- --r----r-
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I I I O +-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-; 
800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 
Engine Speed, RPM 
Figure 2.5 Full Throttle Generic Engine Map 
In the range between OJ;dfe and OJmaxrat, the engine map has a fixed profile. Beyond OJmax rat, 
the engine torque produced drops rapidly to zero torque produced as the engine rotation rate 
increases. We will refer to the line indicating the drop to zero as the clip line. 
The throttle is used to adjust the clip line back and forth along the engine speed axis of the 
engine map. The portion of the torque curve to the left of the clip line remains unchanged. 
The model presented in Chapter 3 will assume that the clip line retains a constant slope no 
matter where it is set by the throttle. 
The maximum rated speed, OJ max rat, is defined as the intersection of the clip line with the 
parabolic portion of the torque curve at full throttle. The maximum rated torque is the engine 
torque produced at maximum rated rotation rate. 
The engine idle rotation rate, OJ;dfe , is the engine rotation rate where the clip line intersects 
the parabolic portion of the torque curve at the minimal throttle setting. 
Figure 2.6 presents the generic engine map set at half throttle. 
l l 
Generic Engine Map 
1000 
900 ---- ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ___ _ 
800 -r-----r----r- --- -r-----r-----r----- r-----
700 
.a 
---- ~ ----~----~ -- -~----~----~- - - -~----! I I I I I I 
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I I I I I I I 
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0 ' I I 
800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 
Engine Speed , RPM 
Figure 2.6 Half-Throttle Generic Engine Map 
Figure 2.7 presents the generic engine map set at quarter throttle. 
Generic Engine Map 
1000 
900 ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ___ _ 
I I I I I I 
800 r-----r----- r ----r---- r - - --r-- - - -
700 
.a 
____ L ___ L ____ L ____ L ____ L _ ___ L ____ L ___ _ 
I I I I I I I 
~ 600 ----1---- 1-----1-----1----- 1- ---- 1- ----~--- -
! 500 4 00 I I I I I I I ----1----,----1----,- --- 1- -------~- - -- ----~----~----~----~- ---~----! l I I I I 
300 ----r---- ----r----r----r----r- ---,----
200 ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ____ L ___ _ 
I l I I 
100 ----~----r ---~----r----~----r- ---~----
0 1 I I I I I 
8 0 0 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 24 0 0 
Engine Speed , RPM 
Figure 2.7 Quarter-Throttle Generic Engine Map 
Typically when considering torque curves in relation to the performance of an engine, engine 
rotation rates less than OJ;dte are of no interest since the engine torque production drops off 
quickly at engine rotation rates less than OJ;dte and the engine stalls. However, to facilitate 
the simulation of very low speed maneuvering, torque production at engine rotation rates less 
than OJ;dte is taken into account in this drive train model. Chapter 3 provides more details. 
An overview of a clutch is presented in the next section. 
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2.4.3 Clutch 
The clutch is a mechanism that connects an input and an output shaft. The clutch relates the 
rotation rates of these two shafts. When the rotation rates of the two shafts are equal, the 
clutch is locked. 
When the rotation rates of the two shafts are unequal, the clutch slips and allows the 
transmission of torque to take place through the clutch. The torque that passes through the 
slipping clutch, Tc1 , is a function of the clutch rather than a function of the torque produced 
by the engine. 
Baker [ 6] provides detailed explanation on the operation of a plate-style clutch. Figure 9 
presents a diagram of the clutch. 
In Figure 2.8, the input shaft to the clutch is the output shaft of the engine. The output shaft 
of the clutch is the input shaft to the transmission. Chapter 3 will present all the details how 
the clutch is implemented in the drive train model. 
I , 
T, 
F, _......,___, F, 
Figure 2.8 Diagram of Clutch 
The rotation rates of the input and output shafts can be modeled as state variables {J)e and 
m1,in . The rates of change of the rotation rates are modeled as the torque balance equations 
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given in Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5. Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 can be numerically integrated with respect to time 
to calculate the state variables, me and m1,;,, . Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 are related by the clutch 
torque, Te1 . The magnitude of Te1 is the same as the maximum torque carrying capacity of 
the clutch, Tcap . 
Eq. 2.6 presents the magnitude Tcap as a function of axial force on the clutch, effective clutch 
radius, and friction coefficient of clutch plate material [6]. The axial force on the clutch can 
be controlled electronically or by mechanical means such as a foot clutch. 
The clutch torque opposes clutch slippage. For example, if m1,;11 is greater than me, Te1 is 
negative. Eq. 2. 7 presents the final form of Tc1 as a function of the magnitude of Tcap and the 
spin rates of the input and output shafts. 
The clutch torque, Tc1, causes disparate w1,;11 and me to move towards each other. When 
these two rotation rates are equal to each other, the clutch locks. Thus, me = m1,;,, = m and 
me = m1 in = m. Only one state equation representing a single rotation rate, m , needs to be 
numerically integrated as a function of time. Eq. 2.8 provides this single state equation as a 
linear combination of Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 . 
(1 e + Jt,in )di= Te -(be + bt,in )w-T,,in (2.8) 
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Clutch slippage can be caused by a change in OJ1,in due to a gear ratio change or by a change 
in the torque carrying capacity of the clutch caused by a change in the axial force on the 
clutch plate, FP. When the clutch slips, Eqs. 2.4 and Eq. 2.5 are used to numerically 
integrate OJe and OJ1,in as a function of time. 
The next subsection presents an overview on transmissions. 
2.4.4 Transmissions 
The transmission of a vehicle provides a means of multiplying the torque produced by the 
engine and transmitting the torque to the rest of the drive train. Two commons ways of 
transmitting torque are by mechanical means and by hydrostatic means. 
A mechanical transmission is a gear box that has an input shaft and an output shaft. The 
input shaft is attached to a gear that meshes with a pinion attached to the output shaft. The 
gear meshing results in a gear ratio that is used for torque multiplication. For purposes of 
keeping the discussion simple, the size and spacing of the teeth on the gears are assumed to 
be exactly the same for all gears. 
Eq. 2.9 presents the definition of the transmission gear ratio as a ratio of the radii of the 
gears. 
NI = nin (2.9) 
nout 
Eq. 2.10 presents the torque balance equation for the gear box output shaft. Eq 2.5 presented 
the torque balance equation for the gear box input shaft. 
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The damping in Eq. 2.10 is expected to be small, so b1,out can be neglected. The inertia of the 
output shaft is expected to be small as well, so the left hand side of Eq. 2.10 can be set equal 
to zero. Eq. 2.11 presents a simple relationship between the torque at the input and output 
shafts of the gear box. Eq. 2.12 presents the relationship between the rotation rates of the 
input and output shafts. 
OJI in =OJI out NI (2.12) 
' , 
A hydrostatic transmission uses fluid to transmit torque produced by the engine to the rest of 
the drive train. An automatic transmission uses a combination of hydraulic and mechanical 
means to transmit torque to the rest of the drive train. 
Most passenger cars and light trucks have either manual or automatic transmissions. The 
automatic transmission has a torque converter attached to the engine flywheel that provides 
hydraulically controlled clutching. Kotwicki [5] provides a model for an automatic 
transmission and engine model that is used by the commercially available VDANL [7]. 
Most heavy-duty farm and construction vehicles do not have automatic transmission similar 
to those used with passenger cars or light trucks. This drive train model presented in Chapter 
3 has been specifically designed for use with heavy-duty farm and construction vehicles in 
which the operator directly controls the gear ratio. 
Two common types of transmissions found on heavy-duty farm and construction vehicles are 
the power shift transmission and the hydrostatic transmission. The basic details of these two 
transmission types are described in the next two sections. 
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2.4.5 Power Shift Transmissions 
The power shift transmission is part of a typical mechanical drive train (see Figure 2.4). It 
allows the operator to shift on the go using a gear shift lever located in the cab. 
The power shift transmission differs from a manual transmission because the operator does 
not disengage the engine from the driveline in order to make the shift. The power shift 
transmission is a gear box that operates with a series of clutches. The clutches have a high 
torque carrying capacity and allow for slippage while matching the speed of the input and 
output shafts of the transmission. The clutches provide smooth transitions between gear ratio 
changes. 
Some power shift transmissions have as many as 32 forward gear ratios and 8 reverse gear 
ratios. 
With a power shift transmission, it is typical that a foot operated clutch is located between 
the engine flywheel and the input shaft of the transmission. The engine can be disengaged 
from the rest of the drive train by disengaging the foot-pedal clutch or placing the power shift 
transmission into neutral. By using the foot-pedal clutch, the vehicle can be brought to a full 
stop without placing the transmission in neutral. 
2.4.6 Hydrostatic Transmissions 
This section provides a brief overview on how hydrostatic transmissions work. Cundiff [ 4] 
presents background material on fluid circuits and the basics of hydrostatic transmissions. 
A hydrostatic transmission is a pump and motor connected in a circuit. The hydrostatic 
transmission uses fluid as a medium to transmit power from the engine to the drive wheels. 
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The simplest hydrostatic transmission model is the inline configuration presented in Figure 
2.9. 
Engine 
Gear Box 
Varia ble 
Pump 
Hydrostatic 
~-- Motor 
Real Axle/Final -
Drive Mechanism 
Drive Shart 
Figure 2.9 Inline Hydrostatic Drive Train 
The gear box is a mechanical set of gears. Often, when used in conjunction with a 
hydrostatic transmission, the gear box will contain two or three sets of gears. The set with 
the largest gear reduction is commonly known as the field gear. The gear set with the lowest 
reduction is commonly known as the transport gear. The transport gear is commonly used 
when operating the vehicle on a road in transport to the job site. 
The amount of torque transmitted by the hydrostatic transmission is controlled by the vehicle 
operator by way of the hydrostatic lever. The swashplate angle set by the hydrostatic lever 
controls the volumetric displacement of the variable pump. This process is referred to as 
stroking the pump. Eq. 2.13 presents the relationship between the torque output by the 
pump and the torque output by the transmission as proportionate to the hydrostatic gear ratio. 
Stoking the pump sets the fluid pressure in the hydraulic circuit as presented in Eq. 2.14. 
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The fluid pressure drop drives a hydrostatic motor that can be attached to a driveshaft or 
directly to the wheels. The displacement of the hydrostatic motor remains constant. Eq. 2.15 
presents the torque of the hydrostatic motor as a function of the fluid pressure and the motor 
displacement. 
The model presented in Chapter 3 assumes no loss of pressure in the circuit, therefore 
M m = PP . The torque output by the wheel motor and the torque output by the variable pump 
are related to the volumetric displacement of the variable pump as presented in Eq. 2.16. 
Eq. 2.17 presents the wheel torque as a product of the final gear reduction provided by the 
differential/final-drive mechanism and the torque produced by the hydrostatic wheel motor. 
The hydrostatic transmission has several advantages over mechanical transmissions [ 4] : 
1. It operates over a wide range of torque/speed ratios. By changing the pump 
displacement using the hydrostatic handle control, a wide range of torque 
multiplications can be achieved. 
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2. It can transmit high power with low inertia. Rotating mechanical gears have 
relatively large masses when compared with using fluid to transmit torque. When a 
mass is rotated at a given speed, it takes time to change the speed. 
3. It provides dynamic braking. Pressure relief valves in the hydraulic circuit prevent 
fluid pressure from becoming dangerously high. When a pump is destroked and set 
in neutral, the pump displacement becomes close to zero in Eq. 2.9. The pump 
pressure approaches infinity. The pressure relief valve opens. When this occurs, the 
vehicle slows quickly, usually sliding the wheels. 
4. It remains stalled and undamaged under full load. The pressure relief valve clips off 
peaks in pressure. If the vehicle loses traction or bogs down, the pressure will build 
up until the pressure relief valve opens. This prevents the engine from stalling. 
5. There is no interruption of power to wheels during shifting. Since a hydrostatic 
transmission changes the torque multiplication by changing the hydrostatic pump 
displacement; there are no gears to change where the gears disengage for a period of 
time. Thus, the fluid flow is continuous. 
To put the vehicle in reverse with the hydrostatic transmission, the fluid flow is reversed by 
reversing the position of the swashplate. 
The differential and final-drive mechanism is presented in the next subsection. 
2.4. 7 Differential and Final-Drive Mechanism 
A differential is a special arrangement of gears so constructed and located in the transmission 
system of an automobile machine that it will permit one driving member to rotate slower or 
faster than the other and at the same time propel its share of the load. The differential 
equalizes the pull on each drive wheel during times of unequal travel, such as when the 
vehicle is cornering. 
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The final-drive mechanism is the means by which power is transmitted from the differential 
to the axle and drive wheels. This final-drive mechanism is usually consists of a heavy bevel 
pinion on the countershaft meshing with a large bevel-differential gear. Differential and final 
gear reduction gears are usually contained in the same gear box. 
Jones and Aldred [3] give a more thourough description of differentials and final-drive 
mechanisms. 
The next chapter presents the technical details of the drive train model. 
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CHAPTER 3. DRIVE TRAIN MODEL 
3.1 Introduction 
Figure 2.1 presented the drive train model as a block in a flowchart of the operator in the 
loop simulation. Table 3.1 presents the nomenclature for this chapter. Figure 3.1 gives an 
overview of the drive train model. 
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Engine Torque 
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5. Detennine if 
Clutch Slippage 
Occurs 
I. Vehicle Dynan~cs 
I+-.--~ u --~~ 
th 
(Buck) 
6. Detennine Td 
7. Detennine 
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Figure 3.1 Drive Train Model Flowchart 
The vehicle dynamics model was presented by Baack [2]. The vehicle dynamics model uses 
an energy method to determine, u , the rate of change of the longitudinal velocity of the 
vehicle. This rate of change is numerically integrated as a function of time to determine the 
longitudinal velocity of the vehicle, u. The variable u is used by the drive train model to 
determine the wheel rotation rate, ww. The drive train model and the vehicle dynamics 
model are related by u due to the no slip condition (see Fig. 2.3). 
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Table 3.1 Nomenclature 
l e Engine moment of inertia OJe Rate of change of engine 
rotation rate 
1 1,in 
Transmission input shaft 
OJl,in 
Rate of change of transmission 
moment of inertia input shaft rotation rate 
1 1,0UI 
Transmission output shaft 
OJl ,Olll 
Rate of change of transmission 
moment of inertia output shaft rotation rate 
I s 
Drive shaft moment of ms Rate of change of drive shaft inertia rotation rate 
I d 
Differential moment of Rate of change of differential 
inertia OJd rotation rate 
l w Wheel moment of inertia OJW Rate of change of drive wheel 
rotation rate 
T e 
Torque produced by 
u Vehicle longitudinal speed 
engme 
T c1 
Torque transmitted by 
u 
Rate of change of vehicle 
clutch longitudinal speed 
T; ,in 
Torque transmitted by 
OJe Engine rotation rate transmission input shaft 
T; ,out 
Torque transmitted by 
OJt,in 
Transmission input shaft 
transmission output shaft rotation rate 
T s 
Torque transmitted by 
OJW Drive wheel rotation rate drive shaft 
T d 
Torque transmitted by 
differential 
T w 
Torque transmitted by 
R 
Drive wheel radius, single drive 
drive wheel wheel 
Rf Front wheel radius 
N , Transmission gear ratio Rr Rear wheel radius 
N J Differential gear ratio 
N ,f Total gear ratio <5 Drive wheel steer angle 
<5! Front wheel steer angle input at the buck 
F,,. Total tractive force Jr Rear wheel steer angle input at the buck 
F,r Modified tractive force 
M Effective mass cl 
Operator controlled clutch 
position input at the buck 
-'-
r eap 
Maximum torque carrying 
Jeff Effective steer rate capacity of the clutch 
T b 
Wheel brake torque, input 
at the buck. 
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Table 3.1 Nomenclature (continued) 
{,()idle Engine idle rotation rate 'I';dle Engine torque produced at 
engine rotation rate 
{,()peak Engine rotation rate where Tpeak Maximum possible engine 
maximum possible torque is torque produced by engine 
produced 
{,()max rat Engine maximum rated Tmaxrat Engine torque produced at 
rotation rate engine maximum rated rotation 
rate 
A-111 Constant that provides a first Rate of change of drive wheel ..:.. 
order lag between changes <5 steer angle in throttle position 
th Actual throttle position input 
<5! 
Rate of change of front wheel 
at the buck steer angle 
th des Desired throttle position 5,. Rate of change of rear wheel 
steer angle 
th Change in throttle position 
with respect to time 
A Engine map coefficient 
F;r,f Tractive force, front wheel B Engine map coefficient 
F:r r Tractive force, rear wheel c Engine map coefficient 
The drive train model calculates the tractive force, F:r • The tractive force is used by the 
vehicle dynamics code to calculate it. Section 3.2 presents the details on the drive train 
model developed in this thesis. Section 3.3 presents the details on how to determine w"' as a 
function of u. Section 3.4 presents how the clutch model works. Section 3.5 explains F:r in 
detail concerning such topics as the application of wheel brake torque and four wheel drive 
Engine torque is a function of the throttle and the engine rotation rate. Section 3.6 explains 
how the simulated engine map is used to determine engine torque. Section 3.7 explains how 
the changes in throttle position are used in conjunction with the engine map. 
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3.2 Development of Drive Train Model 
3.2.1. Introduction of Drive Train Model 
Since the vehicle dynamics model [2] is based on a bicycle model (see Fig. 2.2), we model 
the drive train with a single drive wheel on each axle. In order to maintain a simple model 
with few input parameters, this drive train model will always assume one drive wheel with a 
single drive wheel rotation rate being input to the drive train model. Section 3.3 explains 
how m"' is calculated. Figure 3.2 presents the single drive wheel drive train. 
Engine 
Clulch 
Transmission 
Drive Shaft 
DifferentiaU 
Final Drive Mechanism 
Drive 
Wheel 
Figure 3.2 Single Wheel Drive Train Model 
Because we are basing the vehicle dynamics on a bicycle model, we do not model the 
differential and final-drive mechanism to equalize the pull on inner and outer tires during 
cornering. Thus, only a single gear reduction for the differential and final-drive mechanism, 
N 1 , that is applied to the single drive wheel at all times. 
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The next subsection will present the torque balance equations relating the drive train 
components presented in Figure 3.2. Section 3.2.3 presents the final drive train model. 
3.2.2 Drive Train Torque Balance Relationships 
The torque balance equations for the drive train model presented in this section are based on 
Gillespie [1]. Figure 3.3 presents an overview of the key drive train components considered 
in this model. 
Engine 
Drive Wheel 
Figure 3.3 Drive Train Components 
Eqs. 3.1 through 3.5 present torque balance equations that relate the components shown in 
Figure 3.3. Since the values of damping in each drive train component are expected to be 
very small, the effects of damping are neglected. 
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Eq. 3.1 presents the relationship between the torque transmitted by the clutch and the engine 
torque. Engine torque is a function of {J)e as will be presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 
explains Tc1 in more detail. 
Eq. 3.2 presents the relationship between the torque transmitted by the output of the clutch to 
the torque transmitted by the transmission input shaft. 
Eq. 3.3 presents relationship between the torque transmitted by the transmission input shaft 
to the torque transmitted by the transmission output shaft. 
Eq. 3.4 presents relationship between the torque transmitted by the transmission output shaft 
to the torque transmitted by the drive shaft. 
Eq 3 .5 presents the relationship between the torque transmitted by the drive wheel and the 
torque transmitted by the drive shaft. 
Eq. 3.5 presents relationship between the tractive force at the wheel/surface interface and the 
wheel torque (see Fig. 2.3). 
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Eqs. 3.2 through 3.6 are combined to form Eq. 3.7 where the total gear reduction, N tf , is the 
product N 1 N 1 . 
No slip is assumed between any of the drive train components between the transmission input 
shaft and the drive wheel. The change in rotation rates as a function of time of the following 
drive train components can be expressed as a function of the change in drive wheel rotation 
rate as a function of time: iv1,in = dJ1,0 " 1 = Ntf ivw and ivd = ivs = N1ivw. Eq. 3.8 presents the 
drive train equation in terms of dJw. 
~,.R = Tc1 N tf -(I w + (J d + Js )N} + (Jt,in + Jt,out )N~ }bw (3.8) 
The values of J1 ,out , I w, I s and I d are expected to be very small. In the interest of providing 
a model with as few input parameters as necessary, I 1,0 w , I w, J5 and J d are neglected. This 
also gives the modeler the luxury of only providing a single gear ratio N tf to the model 
rather than separate gear ratio for the transmission and differential. Eq.3.9 presents a form of 
the drive line equation with this modification. 
Eq. 3.10 presents the result when Eq. 3.1 is combined with Eq. 3.9. 
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The next subsection presents the drive train model in its final form. 
3.2.3 Final Drive Train Model 
Since the inertias of the drive train components between the transmission and the drive wheel 
are considered negligible, we are able to combine the transmission, differential, and final-
drive mechanism into one component. The variable N tf is the combined gear ratio of these 
components. Figure 3.4 presents the drive train model. 
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Figure 3.4 Drive Train Model 
The total gear reduction, N tf, is set by the buck controls and the buck software. The modeler 
has the flexibility to send a total gear reduction from the buck to the simulation software that 
reflects the characteristics of the drive train model they wish to use. In this thesis, the power 
shift and hydrostatic transmissions are provided as examples. The gear ratio for the power 
shift model is a numerical value of N rf for each gear. Eq. 3.11 gives the gear reduction of 
the hydrostatic transmission presented in Section 2.4.7. 
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The clutch relates the engine rotation rate, we, with the rotation rate of the transmission input 
shaft, w1,i11 • The variable w1,i11 is directly related to the drive wheel rotation rate, ww. The 
next section explains how to determine ww. 
3.3 Drive Wheel Rotation Rate 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The drive wheel rotation rate, OJw , is a function of the longitudinal speed of the vehicle, u , 
the steer angle of the drive wheel, 5 , the rate of change of the steer angle, 5 , and the radius 
of the drive wheel, R . The relationship between the rates of change of ww and u are also a 
function of 8 and R. Eq. 3.12 presents ww and Eq. 3.13 presents mw as functions of u and 
u . 
{J)w = ( ) (3.12) R cos 8 
u 
The longitudinal speed of the vehicle, u , is calculated by numerically integrating u , which is 
determined by the vehicle dynamics code [2]. The steer angle is input by the operator at the 
buck controls. 
The drive train model allows for the modeling of three types of drives: front wheel, rear 
wheel or four wheel drive. Eqs. 3. 12 and 3.13 are used to determine a single OJw and mw that 
is used by the drive train model. 
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For a front wheel drive vehicle, R =RI, o =JI and o =of . Likewise, for a rear wheel 
-'-
drive vehicle, R = R, , o = o,. and o = o,. . 
The next subsection presents fJJ w for four wheel drive vehicles. 
3.3.2 Four Wheel Drive 
A drive train can be modeled with a transfer case that has a drive shaft going to the front 
wheel as well as the rear wheel. The front and rear axles would each have a differential. If 
considering front and rear wheels of different radii, it would be necessary to model separate 
drive trains for both the front and rear wheels. 
In the spirit of providing a simple drive train model with as few input parameters as possible, 
the wheel rotation rate of only the front or rear drive wheel of a four wheel drive vehicle is 
considered. We choose the drive wheel with the largest radius. 
1. If R,. >= R l , then R = Rr , 5 = Jr and 0 = 0,. . 
2. If R,. <RI, then R =RI, J =tSI and S =Of . 
Using this method, only one gear ratio, N rf, needs to be entered by the modeler. 
The rotation rate of the drive wheel as determined by the algorithms presented in this section 
is used by the clutch model. The variables 5 , 5 and R are used in the calculation of 
tractive covered in Section 3.5. 
The next section presents the clutch model. 
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3.4 Clutch 
Section 2.4.3 presented an overview on how the clutch works. This section presents the 
details on how the clutch operates for the drive train model. The next subsection explains 
how the clutch model relates the engine rotation rate, me, and the longitudinal speed of the 
vehicle, u, provided by the vehicle dynamics code. We need this relationship because me is 
used to determine the engine torque produced. 
3.4.1 Clutch Model 
The clutch is located between the engine and the transmission. On the engine side of the 
clutch, the rotation rate is me. On the transmission side of the clutch, the rotation rate is 
mr,in . The rotation rate of the transmission input shaft, w1,in , is related to the spin rate of the 
drive wheel by mt ,in = N tf mw. 
When m e = m ,,;n, the clutch is locked. This means that we is a function of m w , and that we 
can derive me from {J)w . 
In the case that when m e -:f:. m 1 ,in, the clutch is slipping. In that case, the clutch applies Te1 to 
both the engine and transmission as indicated in Eqs. 3 .14 and 3 .15. The next subsection 
provides the details on calculating Te1 . 
J, inciJt in =Tel -T; in (3.15) 
~ ' ' 
Since mw is a function of u , m r,in is always directly proportional to u . Because the 
calculation of u is already handled by the vehicle dynamics code, Eq. 3.15 is not used to 
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calculate iu1,i11 • Appendices A and B present the details on how the transmission shaft inertia 
is factored into the vehicle dynamics code. 
Tractive force is calculated by the drive train model to be used by the vehicle dynamics code 
to calculate it . When the clutch slips, tractive force is a function of Te1. When the clutch is 
locked, tractive force is a function of T e . Tractive force will be covered in detail in Section 
3.5. 
A cause of clutch slippage is a gear shift which results in a change in N tf . A change in N tf is 
a treated as a step input to the drive train model, resulting in an instantaneous change in w1,i11 • 
Clutch slippage can also be caused by limiting the maximum torque carrying capacity of the 
clutch with the foot pedal at the buck. The next subsection presents how to determine the 
value of Te1 . 
3.4.2 Clutch Torque 
When a clutch is slipping, the torque passed through the clutch is a function of the pressure 
between the clutch plates. For this drive train model, the pressure between the clutch plates 
is set by the operator at the buck by depressing the foot pedal. This can be The variable cl 
represents the foot pedal as a number between 0 and 1. 
For the purposes ofretaining the simplicity of the model with a common sense 
approximation, Eq. 3.16 sets the maximum torque carrying capacity of the clutch as 110% of 
the peak engine torque and as a function of the variable cl . This facilitates shifting and 
allows the model to simulate stall. 
T cap = cll. lTpeak {3.16) 
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Three conditions determine the value of Te1 . 
I. If m1,;11 =me and Tcap < abs(TJ and Te1 = sign(TJTcap . 
3. If N 11 = 0 , the transmission is in neutral and Te1 = 0 . 
Tractive force, ~r , is a function of Te1 when the clutch slips and a function of Te when the 
clutch is locked. The next section explains tractive force. 
3.5 Tractive Force 
3.5.1 Introduction to Tractive Force 
Tractive force, ~r , is used by the drive train model to calculate it , which is numerically 
integrated as a function of time to calculate u . Because of the no slip condition at the 
tire/road interface, the transmission input shaft rotation rate, w1,;11 , is a function of u whether 
or not the clutch is slipping. When the clutch is locked, the engine rotation rate, me, is also a 
function of u . When the clutch slips, we is a function of Te1 and calculated independently 
using Eq. 3.16. 
From Eq. 3.9, Eq. 3.17 presents ~r for a slipping clutch. 
(3.17) 
From Eq. 3.10, Eq. 3.18 presents~' for a locked clutch. Because the clutch is locked, the 
rate of change of the engine rotation rate is related to the rate of change of the drive wheel 
rotation rate by the gear ratio. 
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Appendices A and B explain how the torque and inertia components of F,, are separated into 
F,, and M . Section 3.5.4 explains how reverse is incorporated into the drive train model. 
Section 3.5.5 presents traction limited acceleration/deceleration. 
This section has presumed the only torque applied to the drive wheel comes from the engine 
or the clutch. The next section adds in brake torque. 
3.5.2 Brake Torque 
In the spirit of keeping the model simple and noting the no slip assumption at the tire/road 
interface, a single value of Tb is a single value for all wheels is combined at the drive 
wheels. The brake torque, Tb, is a control set by the operator at the buck. 
The sign of Tb is the same as the sign of mw. In the case where mw is equal to zero, Tb has 
the sign that opposes the torque sent be the driveline to the drive wheel, Tc1 N tf for a slipping 
clutch and TeN tf for a locked clutch. 
For front/rear wheel drives, Eq. 3 .19 presents F,r for a slipping clutch and Eq. 3 .20 presents 
F1r for a locked clutch as a function of Tb . 
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TN -1'. -(I . +I )N 2w 
Fir = e tj b 1,111 e tf w ( 3.lO) 
R 
The next subsection presents a note on how the tractive force is worked into the vehicle 
dynamics code. 
3.5.3 A Note on the Vehicle Dynamics 
Coupling the engine rotation rate and the drive wheel rotation rate to the vehicle speed causes 
some changes in the energy based vehicle dynamics code. Those changes are detailed in 
Appendices A and B, where Appendix A concentrates on front/rear wheel drive vehicles and 
Appendix B focuses on four wheel drive vehicles. 
The result of the changes to the energy based vehicle dynamics code is a modified tractive 
force, ~,., and effective mass term due to the rate of change of the steer angle, <5eff, and an 
effective mass, M . These three terms are calculated by the drive train model and then used 
by the vehicle dynamics model to calculate it . 
In the spirit of presenting a simple model with few input parameters, we assume that the 
traction is the same on the front and rear wheels for a four wheel drive vehicle. Eq. 3.20 
gives the four wheel drive tractive force equation for a slipping clutch and Eq. 3.21 gives the 
four wheel drive tractive force equation for a locked clutch. 
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Appendix B presents the details on how Eqs. 3.20 and 3.21 are used with the vehicle 
dynamics code to yield ~r, 5eff and M for four wheel drive vehicles. 
The next section details how reverse gear ratios are incorporated into the drive train model. 
3.5.4 Reverse 
When the vehicle is in reverse, N 11 , is expressed as a negative quantity resulting in traction 
forces toward the rear of the vehicle. Because F1,. is always a function of N If , this causes 
the sign of a reverse gear to be opposite that of a forward gear. This gives the drive train 
model the ability to make a continuous shift from forward to reverse and vice versa. 
The next subsection presents the concept of traction limited acceleration/deceleration. 
3.5.5 Traction Limited Acceleration/Deceleration 
The vehicle dynamics and drive train models take advantage of the no slip assumption. This 
assumption implies that large accelerations can be obtained even on slippery surfaces. In the 
spirit of providing a simple model with as few input parameters as possible, we will limit 
u to a magnitude of 0.20g. 
The next chapter presents the engine torque as a function of the engine rotation rate and the 
throttle position. 
3.6 Engine Torque and the Engine Map 
The engine model computes the torque output by the engine as a function of the engine 
rotation rate and throttle. This model is based on an engine map. 
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3.6.l Modeling the Engine Map 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 present generic torque curve plots. 
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Figure 3.5 Generic Tractor Engine Map 
As indicated by Figures 3.5 and 3.6, these engine maps can be characterized by three pairs of 
input parameters: (w;die, I';d,J, (mmaxrat' T maxrat ) , and ( m peak, T peak ). The three pairs of inputs 
have been labeled in Figures 3 .5 and 3 .6. These three pairs of inputs vary depending on the 
parameters specified for the engine. However, the shape and operation of the engine map are 
similar for many heavy-duty agricultural and construction engines. 
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Figure 3.6 Generic Combine Engine Map 
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In keeping with our desire to minimize input data for this model, we model the curve 
between engine idle rotation rate and maximum rated engine rotation rate with a quadratic fit 
through the three input points, where the independent variable is the engine rotation rate, and 
the dependent variable is the engine torque. The maximum rated engine rotation rate, 
maximum rated engine torque and engine idle speed are used to generate the quadratic fit of 
the engine torque curve given in Eq. 3.22. 
Figure 3.7 shows the simulated engine map of the generic tractor engine. Figure 3.7 was 
generated with the three input points labeled in Figure 3.5. For comparison, the three points 
have also been labeled in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Simulated Tractor Engine Map 
Figure 3.8 shows the simulated engine map of the generic combine engine. Figure 3.8 was 
generated with the three input points highlighted in Figure 3.6. For comparison, the three 
input points have been identified and labeled. 
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Figure 3.8 Simulated Combine Engine Map 
In this model, we set the intersection of the clip line with zero torque at 100 RPM more 
than mmax rat . Information from a manufacturer indicates that this is a reasonable 
approximation. 
3.6.2 Throttle 
The limiting engine rotation rate, mth, sets the maximum speed of the parabolic portion of the 
torque curve. The limiting engine rotation rate is set by the operator using the throttle control 
on the buck. The limiting engine rotation rate can be set at any point between m;dfe 
andwmaxrat . The throttle position set at the buck controls is th , a number between 0 and 1. 
Eq. 3.23 presents the algorithm used for finding mth . 
mth = th( m max rat - m idle ) + midle (3.23) 
The limiting engine rotation rate sets the value where the clip line intersects the parabola. 
The slope of the clip line remains constant independent of where it is shifted. 
In the cases shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, th = 1.0 and thereforemth = m max rat . This is the 
definition of full throttle. The throttle setting can adjust the clip line to any position between 
m idle and (U max rat . 
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If the throttle is set at its lowest setting, then th = 0.0 resulting in w," = W ;dte . This is shown 
in Figure 3.9 with the solid line plot representing the simulated engine map for th= 0.0. The 
functioning engine map is the solid line plot, in this case a straight line. For comparison, the 
full throttle curve has been superimposed onto Figure 3.9 as the dashed line plot. 
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Figure 3.9 Simulated Tractor Engine Map, th = 0.0 
As an additional example, Figure 3.10 shows the resultant tractor engine map at th= 0.5. 
The solid line plot is the functioning engine map. The torque curve in Figure 3. I 0 can be 
observed to be clipped halfway between W ;c1te and wmax rat • For comparison, the full throttle 
curve has been superimposed onto Figure 3 .10 as a dashed line plot. 
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Figure 3.10 Simulated Tractor Engine Map, th = 0.5 
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We consider the case where the engine speed is greater than the point where the clip line 
intersects zero torque in the next section. This introduces the engine braking torque phase of 
the engine map. 
3.6.3 Engine Braking Torque 
Engines commonly produce braking torque when their rotation rate is above the limits 
imposed by the governor. We have included this feature in the model by extending the 
Te vs. we relationship below the intercept of the clip line with Te = 0 . 
In the spirit of producing the desired effects with a simple engine model, we extend the clip 
line at half the positive clip line slope. The extension is limited by a maximum level of 
braking torque. The maximum level of braking torque is set equal to half the maximum rated 
torque. 
Figure 3.11 shows the resultant engine map. The dashed line plot shows the engine braking 
torque as a function of engine rotation rate. 
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Figure 3.11 Tractor Engine Map with Engine Braking Torque Line 
The next section considers the engine map model for speeds less than W ;dfe . 
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3.6.4 Modeling Low Engine Speeds 
Construction and farm vehicles have complex clutch mechanisms to prevent the engine from 
operating at rotation rates less than m ;Jte . Attempting to operate at a rotation rate less than 
OJ;dte can lead to stalling the engine. 
To keep the model simple, rather than modeling these clutch mechanisms, we allow m e to 
be less than OJ;dte • 
In order to allow the engine model to work with low engine rotation rates, the engine torque 
curve has been fit with a line connecting engine idle rotation rate to the point where torque is 
equal to 50 ft-lb at an engine rotation rate of 0 RPM. This torque is large enough to move the 
vehicle from a dead stop position under no external loads and no braking, yet small enough 
so that brakes can easily hold the vehicle at a dead stop position. 
Figure 3.12 presents the engine map model with torque plotted for low engine rotation rates. 
The dashed line represents the addition to the engine model to allow for a small torque at an 
engine rotation rate of zero. 
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Figure 3.12 Tractor Engine Map, Full Throttle 
The next section presents how smooth transitions in throttle position are completed. 
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3. 7 Throttle Position Changes 
The operator of the buck provides the desired throttle position, th des, to the drive train model. 
When the operator changes the level of thdes, a step change in th des occurs. To provide a 
smooth transition in throttle position, th , we use a first order lag as indicated in Eq. 3.24. 
The variable th is returned to the engine map model to be used in Eq. 3.23 . 
th = A1h (th des - th) (3.24) 
The parameter ,11" governs the lag time. Approximately 63% of the change in throttle 
position takes place in I I ,1111 seconds. 
Figure 3.13 shows the change in throttle position from th = 0.0 to th = 1.0 with ,1111 = 5.0 . 
The value of ,11" = 5.0 seems to provide appropriate response time to changes in throttle 
position. 
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Figure 3.13 Change from th = 0.0 to th = 1.0 , A.,11 = 5.0 
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This is a useful model for throttle position transition because it provides smooth transitions 
for changing m," by way of Eq. 3.23. 
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The next chapter presents the implementation of the drive train model established in this 
chapter and graphical results of selected simulations. 
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
4.1 Implementation of Drive Train Model 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 presented the technical details of the operation of the drive train model. This 
section presents the details for implementing the drive train model. The steps for 
implementing the drive train model are as follows: 
1. Input drive train model parameters. Section 4.1.2 presents a list of these parameters. 
2. Input initial conditions. Section 4.1.3 presents the state variables. 
3. Provide real time controls. Section 4.1.4 presents a list of these controls. 
4. Calculate wheel rotation rate, ww, R and 8 . 
5. Determine engine torque, Te , from the engine map as a function of engine rotation 
rate, we and throttle, th . 
6. Determine whether or not the clutch is locked. 
7. If clutch is slipping, calculate Tc1 . 
8. Calculate the tractive force, F;r and effective mass, M , to be used by vehicle 
dynamics code. 
9. Calculate u , th and we. 
The next subsection presents the drive train model parameters. 
4.1.2 Parameters 
Table 4.1 presents a description of the parameters input for the simulation. 
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Table 4.1 Drive Train Model Parameters 
Parameter 
Tmax rat 
Rr 
DRIVE TYPE 
Description 
Engine idle rotation rate 
Engine torque produced at engine 
rotation rate 
Engine rotation rate where maximum 
possible torque is produced 
Maximum possible engine torque 
produced by engine 
Engine maximum rated rotation rate 
Engine torque produced at engine 
maximum rated rotation rate 
Throttle position change first order lag 
constant 
Engine inertia 
Transmission input shaft inertia 
Front wheel radius 
Rear wheel radius 
0 for front wheel drive, 1 for rear wheel 
drive, and 2 for four wheel drive 
The next subsection presents the state variables. 
4.1.3 State Variables 
Table 4.2 presents the state variables used by the drive train model. The translational speed 
of the vehicle, u , is provided by the vehicle dynamics model [2]. Each state variable 
requires an initial condition at the start of the simulation. 
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Table 4.2 Drive Train Model State Variables 
State Variable 
th 
u 
Description 
Throttle position 
Engine rotation rate 
Longitudinal speed of vehicle 
Chapter 3 has presented the state equations in detail. The state equation for u is handled by 
the vehicle dynamics model. The state equation for we is handled by the drive train model 
when the clutch slips. The state variable we is a function of u when the clutch is locked. 
The next subsection presents the inputs from the buck to the drive train model. 
4.1.4 Input Variables 
Table 4.3 presents controls input from the buck in real time. 
Table 4.3 Drive Train Model Inputs from Buck 
Input Description 
th des Desired throttle position 
N tf Total gear ratio 
cl Clutch position 
Tb Wheel brake torque 
51 Front wheel steer angle 
5,. Rear wheel steer angle 
The next section presents some results of a simulation. 
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4.2 Simulation Results 
This section contains the results of selected simulations for a rear wheel drive vehicle. Table 
4.4 presents the values of the parameters used for the simulations contained within this 
section. 
Table 4.4 Drive Train Model Parameter List 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
{J)idle 800RPM A-,h 5.0 
I';dle 737.5 ft-lb 1, in 1.5 slug ft2 
{J) peak 1350 Je 4.0 slug ft2 RPM 
Tpeak 930.8 ft-lb DRIVE TYPE 0 
-
(t)max rat 
2200 
RPM Rf 3.045 ft. 
Tmaxrat 642.4 ft-lb Rr 3.045 ft. 
Table 4.5 presents the vehicle dynamics parameters where Wis the weight of the vehicle, 
a is the distance from the front axle to center of mass, and b is the distance from the center of 
mass to the rear axle. More description of vehicle dynamics parameters can be found in [2]. 
Table 4.5 Vehicle Dynamics Model Parameter List 
Parameter 
w 
a 
b 
Value 
30000lb 
10 ft. 
5 ft. 
Figure 4.1 presents the full throttle engine map as calculated from the parameters provided in 
Table 4.4. This is the engine map used for the simulations that follow for the rest of the 
chapter. 
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Figure 4.1 Simulated Engine Map 
The next subsection presents a simulation demonstrating gear shifts and using the clutch and 
wheel brakes. 
4.2.1 Simulation I 
This section presents a simulation of releasing the clutch and wheel brakes while the vehicle 
is stopped. This is followed by a simulation of an upshift and downshift. 
The steer angle is held at zero so that the vehicle travels straight ahead. External forces 
caused by drag on the vehicle are held at 25000 lbs for this simulation. External forces 
caused by drag oppose the motion of the vehicle, so when u is a positive quantity, the 
external forces caused by drag are negative. 
Table 4.6 presents the initial conditions for the state variables for this simulation. 
Table 4.6 Initial Conditions 
State Variable 
th 
u 
Value 
1.0 
2300 RPM 
0.0 ft/s 
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Figure 4.2 presents the gear ratio as a function of time. From Figure 4.2, we can observe that 
the drive train is in gear at the start of the simulation where N tf is equal to 305. An upshift 
takes place at 10 seconds as N rf is changed from 305 to 100. A downshift takes place at 15 
seconds as N tf is changed from 100 to 175. 
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Figure 4.2 Gear Ratio vs. Time 
Figure 4.3 presents the clutch position as a function of time. At 2 seconds, the clutch is fully 
engaged, at which point the clutch slips and the clutch supplies 110% of T peak • 
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Figure 4.3 Clutch Position vs. Time 
Figure 4.4 presents the brake torque as a function of time. At 2 seconds, the brakes are 
released. 
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Figure 4.5 presents the response of the engine speed, we, and Figure 4.6 presents the 
response of the vehicle speed, u, to the gear ratio changes. Figure 4.7 presents the tractive 
force supplied to the vehicle dynamics code during the simulation. 
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Figure 4.5 Engine Rotation Rate vs. Time 
As indicated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the brakes and clutch are released at 2 seconds. The 
engine rotation rate drops until the clutch locks. Then, the engine rotation rate increases in 
direct proportion to the vehicle speed until the engine torque produced yields a tractive force 
that is equal to the external forces caused by drag. Note in Figure 4. 7 that the tractive force 
reaches a steady value of 25000 lbs, which is equal to the external forces on the vehicle 
caused by drag. 
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At 10 seconds, the upshift takes place as N tf is changed from 305 to 100. The engine 
rotation rate drops until the clutch locks. Then, the engine rotation rate increases in direct 
proportion to the vehicle speed until the engine torque produced yields a tractive force that is 
equal to the external forces caused by drag. 
Vehicle Speed vs. Time 
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Figure 4.6 Vehicle Longitudinal Speed vs. Time 
At 20 seconds, the downshift takes place as N rf is changed from 100 to 175. The engine 
rotation rate rises until the clutch locks. Then, the engine rotation rate decreases in direct 
proportion to the vehicle speed until the engine torque produced yields a tractive force that is 
equal to the external forces caused by drag. 
Figure 4.7 presents F1, as given in Eqs. 3. 19 and 3.20. 
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Figure 4.7 Tractive Force vs. Time 
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In Figure 4.7, F;,. comes to a steady of value of 25000 lbs when the vehicle speed and engine 
rotation rate shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.5 come to steady rates. 
The next simulation demonstrates a continuous shift from forward to reverse. 
4.2.2 Simulation II 
In this section, the vehicle and engine both are started from a stop position. This is followed 
by a shift from a forward gear to a reverse gear. Next, a throttle position change from full to 
half throttle is simulated. 
The steer angle is held at zero so that the vehicle travels straight ahead. External forces 
caused by drag on the vehicle are held at 10000 lbs for this simulation. The external forces 
caused by drag resist motion, so if the magnitude of the longitudinal speed is negative, the 
external forces are a positive quantity. 
Table 4. 7 presents the initial conditions for the state variables for this simulation. 
Table 4.7 Initial Conditions 
State Variable 
th 
u 
Value 
1.0 
ORPM 
0.0 ft/s 
Figure 4.8 presents the gear ratio as a function of time. From Figure 4.8, we can observe that 
the drive train is in gear at the start of the simulation where N tf is equal to 400. At 5 
seconds, N tf is changed from 400 to -100. 
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Figure 4.8 Gear Ratio vs. Time 
Figure 4.9 presents the clutch position as a function of time. The clutch position remains in 
the fully engaged position for the entire simulation. 
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Figure 4.9 Clutch Position vs. Time 
Figure 4.10 presents the brake torque as a function of time. At 2 seconds, the brakes are 
released. 
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Figure 4.11 presents the throttle position as a function of time. At 20 seconds, the throttle is 
moved to 0.5. The response as a result of the first order lag can be seen in Figure 4.11. 
Figure 4.16 presents the simulated engine map at half throttle. 
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Figure 4.11 Brake Torque vs. Time 
Figure 4.12 presents the engine rotation rate and Figure 4.13 presents the vehicle speed. 
Figure 4.14 presents tractive force as given by Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20. 
At 2 seconds, the brakes are released. The engine rotation rate increases in direct proportion 
to the vehicle speed until the engine torque produced is equal to the external forces on the 
vehicle caused by drag. 
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Figure 4.12 Engine Rotation Rate vs. Time 
At 10 seconds, N tf is changed from 400 to -100. From Figure 4.14, it can be observed that 
~r is negative at 10 seconds. The engine rotation rate drops until the clutch locks. 
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Figure 4.13 Vehicle Longitudinal Speed vs. Time 
In Figure 4.14, F:,. comes to a magnitude of I 0000 lbs when the vehicle speed and engine 
rotation rate shown in Figure 4.13 and 4.12 come to steady rates. Note that at 20 seconds, the 
throttle position is shifted from full to half throttle. The engine rotation rate and vehicle 
speed drop at the same rate. From Figure 4.14, the response of F:r to the throttle position 
change can be observed at 20 seconds. 
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Figure 4.15 presents the engine torque produced as a function of time. As the clip line of the 
engine map moves to the left, the engine torque produced drops. Because F;r is a function of 
engine torque, the vehicle slows down. 
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Figure 4.15 Engine Torque Produced vs. Time 
At 20 seconds, the throttle position is shifted with a first order lag from the engine map 
depicted in Figure 4.1 to the one shown in Figure 4.16. As the clip line is adjusted to the left, 
the engine torque produced at the engine rotation rate decreases in magnitude. This is why in 
Figure 4.15 we observe that the engine torque produced drops. Since, the engine torque is a 
function of a negative gear ratio, this causes the tractive force to increase as can be observed 
in Figure 4.14. The engine spin rate and vehicle speed can be observed to slow down 
accordingly in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. 
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Figure 4.16 Half Throttle Engine Map 
The next subsection presents a simulated response to a sinusoidal steer angle. 
4.2.2 Simulation III 
This section presents a simulation of the response of the drive train and vehicle longitudinal 
speed to a sinusoidal steer angle with the front wheels. The vehicle simulated is a front 
wheel drive, thus, the spin rate of the drive wheel relates to the longitudinal speed by Eq. 
3.12. 
The clutch is fully engaged and no brake torque is applied. The vehicle speed and engine 
rotation rate are at a steady rate where the engine torque produced yields a tractive force that 
is equal to the external force acting on the vehicle. The gear ratio, N tf , is held at a 70 for the 
duration of the simulation. External forces caused by drag on the vehicle are held at 10000 
lbs for this simulation. 
Figure 4.17 presents the steer angle as a function of time. From Figure 4.17, we can observe 
that of has a magnitude of 40 degrees. 
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Figure 4.17 Front Steer Angle vs. Time 
Figure 4.18 shows the response of the engine rotation rate and Figure 4.19 shows the 
response of the vehicle longitudinal speed. Note that the clutch remains locked during the 
steering action and the rates of change of the engine rotation rate and vehicle longitudinal 
speed remain proportional to each other. 
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Figure 4.20 presents the response of the tractive force as given by Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20. It can 
be observed that the tractive force equal to the external forces on the vehicle when the 
vehicle longitudinal velocity is at a steady rate. 
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Figure 4.20 Tractive Force vs. Time 
Figure 4.21 presents a trajectory plot of the simulation. The trajectory plot gives the position 
of the vehicle's center of mass relative to the world x and y coordinates. 
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Figure 4.21 Trajectory Plot 
The next chapter presents the conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The drive train model developed in this thesis is ideal for use with the vehicle dynamics 
model presented by Baack [2]. The drive train model is robust and can respond to all 
maneuvers, including gear ratio changes and continuous shifting from forward to reverse. 
The drive train model also requires few input parameters in comparison to high-fidelity 
commercial packages. A maximum of 12 input parameters are required. 
The drive train model handles controls including the gear ratio, steer angle, throttle position, 
brake torque, and foot clutch position. A change in any of these controls results in a change 
in tractive force that causes the vehicle longitudinal speed to increase or decrease. This 
thesis gives several examples illustrating this. 
The coupled vehicle dynamics model and drive train model is robust and requires very few 
input parameters, so it is ideal for studies that do not demand high fidelity. Extensions of this 
work might include extending the model beyond the yaw plane. This will require dropping 
the bicycle model assumption and adding terrain interaction. 
The drive train model could be expanded to be a four-wheel model complete with front and 
rear differentials modeled. This could be coupled with a high-fidelity vehicle dynamics 
model that models tractive force as a function of longitudinal slip. 
Additional work might include low fidelity models of working implements. 
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APPENDIX A. TRACTIVE FORCE FOR FRONT/REAR WHEEL 
DRIVE VEHICLE 
This Appendix relates the tractive force presented in Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20 to the ii equation 
provided by the vehicle dynamics code. The derivation shown in this appendix results in a 
modified tractive force term, F,r and an effective mass term, M . Both of these terms are 
calculated by the drive train model and sent to the vehicle dynamics code. 
This appendix only considers a front or rear wheel drive vehicle. Appendix B focuses on a 
four wheel drive vehicle. 
The vehicle dynamics model is based on an energy method. Eq. A. I presents the rate of 
change of the longitudinal speed, u , as given in [2]: 
The variable E is the rate of work done on the system and Eq. A.2 presents the E l u term 
from [2]. The term Ex1 l u is related to work done by external forces including drag on 
working implements. 
E = Forcefronr + Forcerear + Force1railer · COS OT + Ext (A.2) 
u cos51 coso, cos~ u 
The rotating inertias of the drive line need to be added into this formulation. We know from 
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TN -T -I . N 2 cv 
Eq. 3.19 that ~r = c1 tf b i ,m '1 w for a slipping clutch and that from Eq. 3.20 that 
R 
TeNtf -T6 -(le +I1 JN:m F1 = ' w for a locked clutch. Tractive force in the derivation 
r R 
shown in this appendix is applied on either the front or rear wheels. The steer angle, t5 , and 
rate of change of the steer angle, t5 , are determined using the algorithms presented in 
Section 3.3. Since no trailer is provided, the term in Eq. A.2 concerning the trailer is zero. 
Eq. A.3 presents the modified form of EI u. 
£ = ~r +Ext {A.3) 
cos('5) u u 
Considering the slipping clutch, we have Eq. A.4. 
The rate of change of the drive wheel rotation rate, dJw, can be related to it, by 
. _it cos(Y)+ u5 sin(Y) _ u 
ww - 2 ( ) • Also, mw, can be related to u , by mw - . Eq. A.5 
R cos t5 R cos(t5) 
presents the it equation with these substitutions. 
TN -T _ 1 N 2 [itcos(Y)+u'5sin(J")J 
c1 tf b 1,;n tf Rcos2(<5) E ( ( . L2 ·)) 
- --------'-- --------'- + _E_ _ u M HH - -GG 
R cos(t5) u 4 
u =-------- ---------- --- (A.5) 
M(I+H' + ~ G') 
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Eq. A.6 presents the it equation after all the u terms in Eq. A.5 have been factored together 
on the left hand side of the equation. 
Tc1 N tJ -Tb Ex, [ ( . L2 . ) °51, ,inN~ sin(5)J 
----+ - -u M HH --GG + 
R cos(5) u 4 R 2 cos3 (5) 
u = 2 (A.6) 
( 
2 L2 2J N tf M l+H +-G +11 . 1 2 2 4 ,II R cos (5) 
Eq. A.7 presents the u equation as a function of F;, , b e.ff and M. This form is true for 
both locked and slipping clutches. 
- E ( ( . L 2 • ) -"- J F +~-u M HH--GG +5 
tr U 4 eff 
u = (A.7) M(l+H' + L: G' )+ M 
Eq. A.9 presents the effective mass, M . Eq. A.IO presents the effective mass due to inertia 
as a function of the rate of change of the steer angle, Se.ff . 
N 2 
M = 1 If (A 9) 
i ,m R 2 cos 2 (5) · 
_;_ 2 . ( - ) 
-"- 51 . N . sm 5 5 = i ,m tJ (A 10) 
eff R 2 cos 3 ( 5 ) . 
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Following a similar process, we can derive F;r, o eff and M for when the clutch is locked . 
...:... 
For a locked clutch, Eq. A.11 presents F;r , Eq. A.12 presents M and Eq. A.13 presents o eJJ . 
- ( ) N~ M = Je +/tin 2 2 {A.12) 
' R cos (o) 
...:... S{11,;n +I e )N~ sin(J") 
o eJJ = 2 3 ( ) (A.13) R cos o 
When considering a frailer, by following a similar process we can derive the ii equation for a 
...:... 
vehicle with trailer as a function of F;,, o eJJ and M. Eqs. A.8 thru A.I 0 are used to 
...:... 
determine F;,., o eff and M regardless of whether the vehicle is pulling a trailer or not. Eq. 
A.14 presents the result: 
- Force .1 • coso E [ ( . . L2) - ...:... l F + trai er T + _E__ - U M HH + GG - + M + 0 
Ir COS ~ U 4 T ejf 
u = ( G 2L2 J M -
M l+H 2 +-- + ; (cos 2 oT +PsinoT)+M 
4 cos ~ 
(A.14) 
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APPENDIX B. TRACTIVE FORCE FOR FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
VEHICLE 
This Appendix relates the tractive force presented in Eqs. 3.21 and 3.22 to the it equation 
provided by the vehicle dynamics code. The derivation shown in this appendix results in a 
modified tractive force term, F;r and an effective mass term, M . Both of these terms are 
calculated by the drive train model and sent to the vehicle dynamics code. 
This appendix only considers a four wheel drive vehicles. 
The vehicle dynamics model is based on an energy method. Eq. B.1 presents the rate of 
change of the longitudinal speed, u, as given in [2]: 
The variable E is the rate of work done on the system and Eq. B.2 presents the E / u term 
from [2]. The term E xr I u is related to work done by external forces including drag on 
working implements. 
E = Forcefro nr + Forcerear + Forcerrailer ·cosb"T + Exr (B.i) 
u cos51 cos Jr cos~ u 
The rotating inertias of the drive line need to be added into this formulation. We know from 
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Tc/ N tf -Tb - f t in N~d.Jw 
Eq. 3.21 that F,,. 1 = F, .,. = ' for a slipping clutch and that from Eq. 
' ' · (R + R ) I ,. 
TN -1'. -(I +I . )N2 io 
3 22 that F . = F = e tf 6 e i .m tf w for a locked clutch. Tractive force in the 
• tr,f tr ,r (R + R ) 
I r 
derivation shown in this appendix is applied on either the front or rear wheels. Since no 
trailer is provided, the term in Eq. B.2 concerning the trailer is zero. Eq. B.3 presents the 
modified form of EI u . 
E = F,,. + F,,. +Ex, (B.3) 
cos(51 ) cos(5,.) u u 
Considering the slipping clutch, we have Eq. B.4. 
The rate of change of the_ drive wheel rotation rate, iow , can be related to u , by 
. u cos(s)+ us sin(s) - _,_ 
mw = 2 { ) • The steer angle, 5 , rate of change of the steer angle, 5 , and R cos \5 
drive wheel radius, R , are determined using the algorithms presented in Section 3.3. Eq. B.5 
presents the u equation with these substitutions. 
TN - T _ 1 . N2 [ucos .:5)+uJ sin(.:5)] 
c1 If b ' ·"' If R cos 2 J ( ( ) ) E [ ( . L2 . )] 
(R 1 + R, )cos(Jf )cos(JJ cos 51 + cos(5, ) +--::- - u M HH + 4 GG (B.S) 
u =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
[ M(l + H 2 + ~ G2 ) ] 
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Eq. B.6 presents the it equation after all the it terms in Eq. B.5 have been factored together 
on the left hand side of the equation. 
(B.6) 
Eq. B. 7 presents the it equation as a function of F;,. , Jeff, and M . This form is true for 
both locked and slipping clutches. 
- E ( ( . L2 • J ...:... ) F + _E_ -u M HH--GG +<5 . 
tr U 4 efl 
it= (B.7) 
( 
? L2 ? J _ M l+H- +4 c - +M 
Eq. B.9 presents the effective mass, M . Eq. B.10 presents the effective mass due to inertia 
as a function of the rate of change of the steer angle, Jeff . 
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Following a similar process, we can derive F:r, 5efl , and M for when the clutch is locked. 
For a locked clutch, Eq. B.11 presents F;r , Eq. B.12 presents M and Eq. B.13 presents o eJJ. 
When considering a trailer, by following a similar process we can derive the it equation for a 
vehicle with trailer as a function of F:r , o eJJ and M . Eqs. B.8 thru B.13 are used to 
determine F;,. , 5efl and M regardless of whether the vehicle is pulling a trailer or not. Eq. 
B.14 presents the result: 
. [ [ 2) l - Force . · cos <5 E . . L - ..;_ F + trailer T + _____!!__ - U M HH + GG - + M + <5 
tr COS Li U 4 T elf 
u= [ G2L2) M _ 
M I+ H 2 +-- +--; - (cos 2 <ST + Psinb'T )+ M 
4 cos Li 
(B.14) 
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